Abstract: This paper will use the method of experimental to study the tone of Guangling dialect and the normalized, analyzes the types and differentiation of tones in the dialect, summarize the value and range of Guangling dialect tone. Finally we find that there are four tones in Guangling dialect: Yinping(52)、Yangping (41)、 Shang (44) and Qu(413). There is a trend of consolidation between Yinping and Yangping. The objective is to describe the actual situation objectively, for the further study of Guangling dialect to provide a reference.
The informant
The informant is come from Guangling county. she was born in 1993.Before she went to college in 2012, her language environment is Guangling dialect. She divorced from Guangling dialect is not a long time. During university she often speak Guangling dialect. The recording time is March 5, 2017 . recorded sounds in the phonetic laboratory at Northwest Minzu University.
Experimental tools and analysis software
The main tool is the pronunciation table, it is determined according to the 'manual' China language resource survey. Lenovo notebook and headset microphone. Software includes Adobe Audition3.0 and Praat5.0. In addition, there is a standardized script, which is used to measure and extract the fundamental frequency, and finally calculate the five degree.
Experimental process
First of all, recording sounds in the voice laboratory with Adobe Audidtion3.0 recording software. Sampling frequency of 22050Hz and single channel recording. The speaker reads each word three times and save each time as a wav format. Then using the Praat5.0.11 speech processing software to extract the fundamental frequency of tones and save the parameters in the computer. For each tone, the Praat and the normalized script program are used to extract the values of 30 fundamental points. Make pitch curves for each tones. At last, we will get the upper limit of the range (RH), the lower limit of the range(RI) and the width of the field(R).
In order to make the data more universal significance, we do further normalization according to the F0 data. Finally converted to the traditional five degree value, make their T values and make a chart. When the fundamental frequency is normalized, we use the T algorithm and the formula is:
T=[(lgf0-lgmin)/( lg max-lg min )]*5 (1) F0 is the average fundamental frequency of the measured points. The min is the lower limit of the fundamental frequency. The max is the maximum value of the upper limit of the modulation domain. That is the max and min take the maximum and the minimum values of all the points in the T. The value of T calculated by this method is between zero and five. The correspondence between the T value and the five degree
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value is: T value in the range of zero and one, the corresponding value of five degrees is one. The corresponding value of T value between one and two, which is two. The T value is between two and three, the corresponding value of five degrees is three. The corresponding value of T value between three and four, which is four. The corresponding value of T value between four and five, which is five.
Results and discussion

Fundamental frequency and range
The fundamental frequency of the recorded sound is extracted and processed, calculate and analyzed the initial mean value(Hz), middle mean value(Hz), final mean value(Hz), maximum value(Hz) and minimum value(Hz) of each set of data. The following is a specific analysis of the four tones. In phonology, Ping tone is divided into Yinping and Yangping. In Guangling dialect, Yinping and Yangping are both falling tones. There are differences between these two tones in the upper limit of the range,the lower limit of the range and the width of the field, but those difference are not obvious. They have a tendency to merge together. About Shang, the upper limit of the range is 224.2Hz, the lower limit of the range is 170.4Hz, the width is 53.8Hz. In this tone, the fundamental frequency of voiceless、 asperational voiceless and secondary voiced are coincident, the voiced is different with them.
The fundamental frequency of Qu is decreased first and then increased. Its upper limit and the lower limit of the range are 251.5Hz and 171.7Hz, and the width is 79.8Hz. So we think it is a tortuous tone. The frequency range of Qu and change trend are similar to the voiced in Shang, so they can be combined together.
Ru is the most complicated in these four tones. In Guangling dialect, voiceless and asperational in Ru are both falling tones. The upper limit and the lower limit of the range are 276.8Hz and 183.4Hz, and the width is 93.4Hz. Its fundamental trend as well as the domain wide are same with Yinping, so it can be merged into Yinping. About secondary voiced initials, it can be seen as a tortuous tone through the change of fundamental frequency. After comparison we find that its frequency range and change trend are similar to Qu, so we can merge them together. The voiced tone is a falling tone. Its upper and lower limits of range are 265Hz and 180.6Hz and the span of the range is 84.4Hz. So we merge it with Yangping.
To sum up, great changes have taken place in these four tones of Guangling dialect. The tone of Ping has divided into two parts, they are Yinping and Yangping. With the change of sound quality they have a tendency to merge together. About Shang, voiceless, asperational voiceless and secondary voiced are still Shang, only voiced are merged into Qu. The situation of Ru is more complex. The voiceless and asperational voiceless are classified into Yinping. The muddy are classified into Qu and the voiced are classified into Yangping. It can be seen that in the Guangling dialect Ru tone has disappeared.
Five degree value
According to T algorithm, in this experiment, we extract the 30 fundamental average values of each tone into F0. Finally we obtained the T curves of these four tones. The abscissa is the tone point, the ordinate is T values. 
Conclusions
By acoustic analysis, this paper sum up the Guangling dialect's tones system and pitch range, the results are slightly different from previous studies. The experimental results are as follows: There are Yinping、Yangping、Shang、Qu four tones in Guangling dialect. Yinping is a falling tone, its value is 52. Yangping is also a falling tone, its value is 41. Yinping and Yangping had the trend toward merge. Shang is a level tone, its value is 44. Qu is a tortuous tone, its value is 413.
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